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GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Green Technology shall be a driver to accelerate the
national economy and promote sustainable development…

Four Pillars Of Green Technology Policy

Green Technology is the development
and application of products, equipment
and systems used to conserve the
natural environment and resources,
which minimize and reduces the
negative impact of human activities.
(Source: KETTHA website)

1.Energy ‐ Seek to attain energy
independence and promote efficient
utilization;
2.Environment ‐ Conserve and minimize the
impact on the environment;
3.Economy ‐ Enhance the national economic
development through the use of
technology; and
4.Social ‐ Improve the quality of life for all
(Source: KETTHA website)
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SUSTAINABILITY

Source: Hijjas Kasturi Associate Sdn. Bhd
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REGIONAL STUDIES ON SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability is a global concern….
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STOCK TAKE: CURRENT POLICIES IN MALAYSIA
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVIES
Kementerian Tenaga, Teknologi Hijau dan Air (KETTHA) collaborate with
New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) to
implement Green Action Plan For Putrajaya in order to achieve lower carbon
town status.
Low Carbon Cities Framework & Assessment System (LCCF) leading to adapt
element of low carbon area and reduce ongoing discharge of carbon. LCCF is
a performance based system which able to estimate and calculate the level
of carbon dioxide discharge
Building Consumption Input System (BCIS) to facilitate electric usage, water,
carbon discharge based on Common Carbon Metric (CCM) application.
Started facilitate government buildings at Putrajaya since 2010.
Program MyHIJAU , launched on 2012 to encourage industries in producing
green technologies products. Address sustainable production in producing
and sustainable consumption in marketing products
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GREEN TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY FOCUS
The government has been focusing on developing green technology to foster more Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) as well as promoting more Domestic Direct Investment (DDIs) and
local industry participation
Energy
Energy supply sector: Green technology is particularly useful in power generation and in energy
supply management areas. Potentials can include 14 more co‐generation by the industrial and
commercial sectors which can lead to cost efficiencies.
Energy utilisation sector: Application of green technology in all areas and in demand side
management programmes.

Buildings
•Particularly in the construction, management, maintenance and demolition of buildings can
provide new avenues for a greener construction industry.

Water and waste management
•Potential for technology demand in the management and utilisation of water resources, waste
water treatment, solid waste and sanitary landfill.

Transportation
•Ability to incorporate green technology in transportation infrastructure and vehicles,
particularly through development of biofuels and public road transport.
(Source: Green Technology Occupational Structure, Department of Skills Development 2011)
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HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING FRAMEWORK
DELIVERY SYSTEM
•Education
•Training
Elasticity of employment and
output by economic sector

LABOUR MARKET OPERATION

Education:
•Early childhood
•Preschool
•Basic education

Tertiary:
•
•
•
•

Issues

University
Colleges
Polytechnics
TEVT

Labour
Supply

Flow

Stock
Labour Force

1 Unemployment
2 Competitiveness
3 Wage Flexibility

Labour
Demand

4 Critical Skills
5 Manpower
requirements
6 Labour Mobility

Economic Growth
by Sector

Factor Intensity

Production Technology
Population
growth

Immigration

Cohort component method
to estimate population
Source: Human Resource Development Planning in Malaysia: Method and Analysis, EPU, 1994

•
•
•
•
•

Prices of Labour + Capital
Industrial Incentives
Labour Legislation
Fiscal & Monetary Policy
Exchange Rate

Capital

+

Labour

Elasticity of substitution
between labour and capital
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UPSKILLING CONCEPT
New entrance to labour
market

Existing workers in labour market

Industry Demand
Skilled Worker

(2015)

28%

Upskilling

Semi-skilled

61%

Bridging Programme and
Finishing School
(SL1M, GEMS, SKK1M)

Graduates from Institutions

33%

11.9 M

Low Skilled

11%
2010

Upskilling

Skills Upgrading

To
Toimprove
improveskills
skillsand
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capability
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employees
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fulfillingthe
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technology
technologyand
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and
employees
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forbetter
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job
employment
with
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job employment with higher
wages.
wages.
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WORKFORCE COMPOSITION BASED ON CATEGORY UNDER 10th MP

juta
juta

Labour
Force

juta
juta

Understanding Human Capital
requirement for Green Technology

Category

Mahir
(Skilled Worker)

Separa Mahir
(Semi-skilled)

Kemahiran
Rendah
(Low Skilled)

28%
(3.39Mn)

33%
(4.4Mn)

61%
(7.2Mn)

56.3%
(7.5Mn)

11%
(1.3Mn)

10.6%
(1.4Mn)

2010

2015
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ISSUES: HCD IN GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Comprehensive study By MOHR, KETTHA & ILO to understand the
human capital requirement of Green Technology
Project title: Green Jobs Malaysia Project
Summary: The project will provide a clearer understanding of the
prevalence of green jobs across the economy and sectors, promote an
exchange of information and social dialogue on green jobs policies and
identify possible entry points for further green job creation. The study will
assess the economy‐employment and economy‐environment linkages at
the national level and map existing green jobs in the Malaysian labour
market.
Dateline: December 2014
Start
: December 2011
Source: ILMIA, MOHR
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EXPECTED OUTCOME: GREEN JOBS MALAYSIA PROJECT STUDIES
GREEN JOBS MAPPING STUDY: MALAYSIA
Total jobs/livelihoods maintained in the economy;
Profiles of the different economic sectors (e.g. GDP and employment share,
GDP growth rate);
Description of the role and importance of primary sectors (i.e. agriculture,
energy etc) relative to industrial and service sectors;
A profile of informal activity in the total economy, by sector;
Education and skills development profile of the economy;
Analysis of gender distribution and possible green job opportunities for people
with disabilities.
Identification of environment‐related employment. Identify parts of the
economy directly or indirectly related to the environment and prepare sector
profiles that explain the structure of these sectors and what sustains the activities
concerned and highlight the importance of these activities to the economy.
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EXPECTED OUTCOME: GREEN JOBS MALAYSIA PROJECT STUDIES..cont
Capacity development programme (including simulation exercises and
related study)
This activity will work towards building the capacity of government institutions,
national research institutions, social partners (MEF, MTUC) and academia to use and
further refine the methodology to ensure its maintenance over the medium‐term.
Employers’ and workers’ representatives were consulted during the design phase
of the project to increase social dialogue on issues related to green jobs. All partners
will be invited to attend the capacity building programme.
The aim is to build long‐term national capacity to assess through analytical means
the employment and income generation/distribution impacts of environment related
policies with a view to addressing both the challenge of low and high‐income
employment creation and complying with climate mitigation commitments taken on
the international scene.
The users will be able to analyse the environmental and socio‐economic impacts of
climate mitigation measures for all sectors of the economy and collect the
preliminary information and data that is required to develop a green skills
development strategy in key segments or by cluster of green technologies.
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HCD EMPLOYEES UPSKILLING PROGRAM

4 upskilling program conducted benefiting 510 participants
No

Program

Year

Agency

Participants

1.

Analytical Industry
Development Program

2011

Aligent
Technologies &
TalenCorp

30

2.

Advanced Green
Composite Training
Program TalentCorp

2011

MIGHT & TalenCorp

50

3.

Technical Training for
Biotech

2012

TalenCorp & Xcell
Training Sdn Bhd

400

4.

Energy Management
Training Program

2013

TalentCorp & CIDB

30
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HCD EMPLOYER INTERVENTION PROGRAM

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
FINANCING SCHEME
(GTFS)

•Government funded RM3.5 billion from 2010 until
2015 to encourage local companies to participate.
•131 projects have green technology certificate which
able to reduce 10.71 million tone carbon dioxide per
year.
Pioneer Status: Income tax
exemption ranging from 70% to
100% for a period of 5 to 10 years

Prom
ot
Activi ed
ties

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Renewable Energy
Energy Efficiency (EE)
Waste Recycling
Green Transport
Building Technology

Investment Tax Allowance
60% to 100% on qualifying capital
expenditure for 5 years
Reinvestment Allowance:
60%
on
qualifying
capital
expenditure for 15 consecutive
years
Import Duty & Sales Tax Exemption
For raw materials/components and
machinery and equipment
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CONCLUSION
Quality supply of human capital and efficient labour market to drive future growth
Labor market efficiency

Supply and
development of
human capital

• Strong pipeline of relevant
workforce into the labour
market from Education
Institutions
• High proportion of skilled
workers IN Green Technology
through up‐skilling existing
workforce

Sector‐driven demand

• Labour market that able to
match demand and supply
• Effective management of
alternative sources of labour
(i.e., expats, foreign labour,
women)
• Effective of current wage
system

To improve workforce quality, the
Human Capital Initiative will tackle
supply‐side as well as labour market
efficiency issues

• Identify demand in green
technology industry existing
sectors or new sources of growth
• Drive further investments in key
growth sectors identified

Sector‐driven demand (e.g. Green
Technology Industry) will be aligned
with this Initiative
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